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EXTRA ACTIVITIES UNIT 4: LISTENING 

A.  Listen to the dialogue. How do the people usually travel to school? 

1. The girl usually travels by ……………… 

2. The boy usually travels by ………………… 

B. Listen again and answer these questions. 

1. Circle other forms of transport that the boy and girl talk about. 

a. Bicycle    b. bus    c. coach    d. tram    e. taxi    f. underground 

2. What caused the problem for Sarah? 

a. A tree     b. the driver was ill     c. we don’t know     d. she didn’t take a test 

3. What caused the problem for Daniel? 

a. The taxi    b. his dad couldn’t take him.      c. the car was slow      d. the taxi broke down 

C. Listen again. Complete the information. 

1. The girl gets the train from ……………….. 

2. She usually gets it at ……………………… 

3. The journey usually takes ………………………….. 

4. She usually arrives at school by …………………….. 

5. She waited for the coach for ………………………… 

6. This morning she arrived at school at ……………………… 

7. The boy arrived at school at ………………………………….. 

D.  Which boxes (a-l) complete the sentences (1-12) about a holiday? 

A souvenirs postcards T-shirt 

B plane train Car 

C A beach Some shops A museum 

D fruit fish Chips 

E In summer In 2015 Last July 

F great brilliant Interesting 

G Three hour A day 45 minutes 

H surfers snowboarders A monument 

I The seaside The mountains The city 

J My family A friend My classmates 

K On a campsite In a youth hostel In a bed and breakfast 

L A week A fortnight The whole summer 

 

1. We went on holiday to ………………………….  

2. I went with …………………………………….  

3. We went by …………………………………….  

4. We were there for ………………………………  

5. The journey took ……………………………….  

6. The holiday was ………………………………..  

7. We stayed ………………………………………  

8. During the holiday we went to …………………  

9. We saw ………………………………………….  

10. We ate …………………………………………..  



 

 

11. We bought ………………………………………  

12. We went on holiday …………………………….  

 

E. Listen to the voicemail and complete the sentences in activity A with information about 

Andrea’s holiday. 

 

F. Listen to these words. Put them in the correct columns. 

 

Art / car/ caught/ chat/ fantastic/ France/ gallery/last/ 

morning/park/passport//past/saw/van/walk/ 

 

/     ӕ     / (bat) /    ͻ:    / (door) /    a :   / (dark) 

   

 

 

 

G. Listen to a student talking about the photo. Complete the text. 

I think this is a (a) ……………. Holiday in the mountains, maybe in Switzerland or (b) 

…………………… . The people are on a (c) ………………… holiday. They are probably 

staying at a hotel or a bed and breakfast and every day they (d) …………………..skiing. 

The weather is very cold, but the people are (e) ……………………. Warm clothes and 

special hats and gloves. Usually it is quite (f) …………………… , too when you are skiing. 

So people sometimes get (g) …………………….. faces, or maybe red! In the photo the 

people are (h) …………………….. up the hill. Perhaps they want to ski (i) …………….. it 

or perhaps they are going for a long (j) ……………………… . I imagine they are very (k) 

…………………….. . I’d love to go on a holiday like this. I like the cold weather and I also 

(l) ………………………. skiing. It’s very good (m) …………………… . Also you meet 

(n) ………………………. People! 

 
  



 

 

 

H. Listen to a boy talking about a stay in hospital. Are the sentences True (T), False 

(F) or Not Mentioned (NM)? 

1. Andy’s team won the football match. 

2. Paul wanted to kick Andy. 

3. Andy went to hospital in his friend’s car. 

4. He can’t play football for eight weeks. 

5. The girl’s mum is a doctor. 

6. Andy spent two days in hospital. 

7. Andy couldn’t watch TV in hospital. 


